
 

Session I: Who Am I? 
 
Psalm 78 
● God expects all generations to know His praises, His strength, and His works. 

○ The praises, strength, and works of God are met in one truth: The gospel of Jesus Christ. 
 
○ The gospel includes what God has saved us from and also what He has saved us to. 

 
● A great frustration: The Bible offers too little specific, practical instruction on dealing with children. 

○ Any truly life-changing strategy will have its basis in the Bible. 
 
● The Gospel explains our calling, the law, our identity, the process of change, authority, foolishness, 

control, rest, & mercy. 
 

○ If the Next Generation will turn out right, it will only be because of big-gospel principles. 
 
○ Every adult has a responsibility to the Next Generation. 
 
○ “Shaping the Next Generation” comes down to a right view of yourself. 

 
● Our worst moments as influencers have been at times when we forgot who we were. 

 
○ Our actions often reveal that we actually view ourselves as owners rather than stewards of children. 

 
Owners and Stewards 
● Owners 

○ Ownership influence is shaped by what we want for and from young people 
○ Big-gospel influence begins with the radical and humbling realization that young people don’t belong 

to us. 
 

● Stewards 
○ Influence is not about what we want for or from children but what God has planned to do through us 

in children. 
 
○ Sin makes us natural owners instead of stewards. 
 
○ What constantly gets in the way of big-gospel influence is me! 

 
● Four Test-Areas to Consider 

○ Identity: Where I look to find a sense of who I am 
■ Owners derive their identity, meaning, purpose, and inner sense of well-being from those they 

influence. 
 

■ When we find our identity in those we influence, we take their failures personally. 
 



■ A steward already has a strong sense of identity--a representative. 
 

■ Stewards don’t expect from people what people can never provide. 
 

○ Work: What I define as the work I have been called to do. 
■ Owners believe their job is to turn others into something. 
 
■ Stewards realize they represent Someone greater, wiser, more powerful, and more gracious than 

they will ever be. 
 
■ Stewards are not motivated by what they want others to be but by the potential of what God’s 

grace could cause others to be. 
 

○ Success: What I define success to be 
■ Owners work for a set of benchmarks that would indicate success. 
 
■ A steward has faced the scary truth that he or she has no power at all to produce anything 

worthwhile. 
 
■ Successful influence is not first about what I have produced but what I have done. 
 
■ Stewards rightly feel the pressure of facilitating a process but don’t have to feel the pressure of 

producing the results. 
 

○ Reputation: What tells people who I am and what I’m all about 
■ Owners may see children as trophies to be paraded. 
 
■ Owners tend to be frustrated or angry, not because God’s law has been broken, but because their 

own reputation is tarnished! 
 
■ Stewards understand that influencing sinners will often expose them to public misunderstanding 

and embarrassment. 
 

● So, Who Am I? 
○ Ownership is an exhausting, defeating, and burdensome attempt to produce results that are 

ultimately self-centered. 
 
○ Stewardship relieves us of a pressure God never intended for us to feel: The pressure to produce 

results we are incapable of producing. 
 

 


